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Energy efficiency of power-adaptive spatial diversity

methods
Olli Apilo, Student Member, IEEE, Mika Lasanen, Sandrine Boumard,

and Aarne Mämmelä, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The energy efficiency of power-adaptive multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) diversity methods is studied
in this paper. The considered diversity methods are antenna
selection (AS), maximum ratio transmission (MRT), and equal
gain transmission (EGT) at the transmitter and maximum
ratio combining (MRC) at the receiver. The transmitter energy
efficiency is evaluated using the average power amplifier (PA)
efficiency and the transceiver energy efficiency is evaluated using
the bit error rate (BER) as a function of average PA input
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is a new metric. With the
new metric, the effect of the PA efficiency is taken into account
in the performance evaluation. The analytical results are verified
by Monte Carlo simulations. It is shown that larger diversity
in the spatial or frequency domain improves the average PA
efficiency in a system with channel inversion. The BER results
show that the performance improvement from channel inversion
diminishes due to the nonideal PA efficiency. Even though MRT is
the received SNR maximizing transmitter diversity method, EGT
requires less PA input energy per bit when a PA with nonideal
efficiency is used. These conclusions could not have been reached
using the traditional SNR metrics that do not measure the PA
input energy.

Index Terms—Energy efficiency, power amplifier, MIMO di-
versity, power control

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication systems can be divided into energy

and power limited systems [1]. Because of the energy con-

servation law, all systems are fundamentally energy limited.

However, some systems are better characterized as power

limited because the electrical components have maximum

operating power and transmitted power level is constrained

by regulations. In wireless communications, base stations are

typically considered as power limited and mobile terminals

as energy limited due to the limited capacity of batteries.

Wireless networks are increasingly considered as energy lim-

ited because the energy consumed by future networks is

about to increase [2]. The growth in energy consumption is

predicted to cause increases in the CO2 emissions and in the

operational costs of telecommunications networks. Thus, there

are both environmental and economical reasons for improving

the energy efficiency in cellular networks [3].
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Depending on the system design goals, power control can be

used to achieve better error performance, higher throughput,

or reduced transmission energy consumption. It is well known

that the ergodic capacity of fading channels is maximized

under the given average power constraint using water-filling

(WF) as the power control rule [4]. The idea of WF is to

allocate more power and higher data rate when the channel

conditions are good. Power control is commonly used in the

uplink of modern wireless communication systems such as

3G Long Term Evolution (LTE) to keep the received power

from different users at the same level. These practical closed-

loop power control methods are based on the idea of channel

inversion [4]. Channel inversion allocates power inversely

proportional to the channel gain under the given average power

constraint. If the power budget allows inversion of all possible

channel fades, the received power level stays constant.

We focus on studying the energy efficiency of wireless

communications over a single link. We consider the system in

this paper as energy limited because energy is a fundamental

system resource. In addition, we also take into account the

power limit set by the power amplifier (PA). We further divide

the problem into transmitter and transceiver energy efficiency.

Transmitter energy efficiency measures how efficiently energy

from the direct current (DC) power supply is transformed

into radio frequency (RF) energy while transceiver energy

efficiency measures how efficiently the DC input energy is

transformed into received energy and how efficiently it is

used for symbol detection. Transceiver energy efficiency is

suitable for comparing systems with the same bit rate while

transmitter energy efficiency is suitable also for systems with

variable rate. In this paper, the transmitter energy efficiency is

evaluated using the average PA efficiency and the transceiver

energy efficiency is evaluated using the bit error rate (BER)

as a function of average PA input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

As the PA is the main contributor to energy consumption in

cellular base stations and mobile terminals [3], we restrict our

focus on the efficiency of signal amplification.

For continuous transmission, transmitted power per symbol

equals the transmitted energy per symbol if the symbol interval

is normalized to unity. The power levels can be applied for

studying energy limited systems with discontinuous trans-

mission when expurgation is used in averaging. Expurgation

means ignoring the time instants when no power is transmitted

[1]. Expurgation effectively changes the power efficiency into

energy efficiency. Since the link energy efficiency is studied

in this paper, the expurgation is consistently used throughout

this paper.
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The instantaneous PA efficiency is defined as the ratio of

PA output power to the PA input power. In most practical

applications, the power from other inputs than DC power

supply is negligible. Thus the drain efficiency, defined as the

ratio of RF output power to the DC-input power [5], is widely

used as an efficiency metric. The instantaneous efficiency is

usually optimized for the maximum output power and the

efficiency decreases when output power is decreased. In a

power-adaptive system, the PA output power is a random

variable and the average efficiency is a more useful metric

for transmitter energy efficiency [6]. The average efficiency

of a PA was defined in [7] using the probability distribution

of the output power. Calculating the average PA efficiency for

practical output power distributions has been considered e.g.

in [8]–[10]. The distribution of the instantaneous transmitted

power depends on the input signal amplitude modulation and

on the power control rule. The distributions for transmitted

power in some power-controlled systems were derived in [1].

These distributions were combined with the knowledge of the

PA efficiency curve in [11].

The performance of diversity methods is typically measured

by BER as a function of average received SNR. This metric

essentially measures how well the receiver is matched to

the channel but it does not consider how much energy was

consumed for transmission. When we are interested in the link

energy efficiency, it is also important to know how well the

transmitted signal is matched to the channel, including the

power amplifier. The use of BER as a function of average

transmitted SNR for measuring the performance of adaptive

transmission systems is emphasized in [1]. However, the aver-

age transmitted SNR does not directly measure the consumed

energy because most of the PAs consume varying amount of

energy depending on the transmitted RF energy. In most of

the energy efficiency studies, PA efficiency is modelled as a

constant. Although the effect of nonconstant PA instantaneous

efficiency to the energy efficiency has been taken into account

e.g. in [12]–[14], it has not been earlier considered in the

BER analysis. The effect of PA nonidealities to BER has

been partially taken into account in [15] where different

modulation methods have been compared in the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with respect to their peak

transmitted power rather than average received SNR. This kind

of comparison takes into account the limited maximum output

power of PAs, which is a form of nonlinearity.

In this paper, we extend the results from [1], [11] and

derive the probability density function (pdf) of the transmitted

power for several power-controlled multi-antenna diversity

systems. The resulting pdfs are used for calculating the average

efficiency of the PA. For the transceiver energy efficiency

evaluation, we introduce a new metric that can be used for

comparing the amount of DC input energy needed for the

target error performance level. The metric, BER as a function

of average PA input SNR, is defined as the mean of the

ratio of PA input energy taken from the power supply to the

receiver noise spectral density. We show that the PA input SNR

effectively captures the effect of power amplification efficiency

when it is used in BER performance comparison.

Some of the results in this paper for the transmitted
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the simplified complex baseband equivalent of the
system.

power pdfs and for the average PA efficiency in a frequency-

nonselective channel have earlier been published in our con-

ference paper [16]. The main new contributions in this paper

are the introduction of BER as a function of PA input SNR as

a transceiver energy efficiency metric and the energy efficient

BER comparison of spatial diversity methods with and without

channel inversion.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In

Section II we present the system model and describe the used

diversity methods. The analytical results for the transmitted

power pdf and BER as a function of average PA input

SNR are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. The

analytical results are compared to the results from Monte Carlo

simulations in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in

Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The block diagram of the complex baseband equivalent

of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system under

study is shown in Fig. 1. The input signal x(k) at time k
is assumed to have constant unit amplitude. This is valid

e.g. when the input signal is mapped according to phase

shift keying. Both the single-carrier and orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) transmitter are depicted by

the block diagram. In case of the OFDM transmitter, the

multiplication by the power control and transmitter diversity

coefficients are carried out for each subcarrier independently.

Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is applied before the

transmitted signal amplification. The addition of the cyclic

prefix has been intentionally left out from Fig. 1 for simplicity.

We wanted to restrict this paper to consider two extreme cases

of input signals, i.e. constant amplitude signal and OFDM

signal, with respect to their amplitude distribution. When the

constant amplitude signal is considered, it is easier to see the

effects of power adaptation by power control and transmitter

diversity. On the other hand, amplification of the OFDM signal

is an important worst case due to the high peak-to-average

power ratio (PAPR) from the PA efficiency point of view.

A. Channel model

In the single-carrier system, the channel is modelled accord-

ing to the frequency-nonselective Rayleigh or Rician block

fading model. In block fading, the channel state is constant

during Ns samples and then changes to a new, indepen-

dent state. The channel block duration is Ns = 1 for the
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single-carrier system and Ns = NFFT for the multicarrier

system, where NFFT is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

size. At time k, the state of the channel in a system with

N transmitting antennas and M receiving antennas can be

given as an M ×N channel matrix H(k) = [hm,n(k)]
M,N
m,n=1.

Channel matrix element hm,n(k) then refers to the impulse

response for the subchannel between antennas N and M . As

Rician and Rayleigh fading are modelled as a complex-valued

Gaussian process, the subchannel power gains are independent

because the diversity branches between different antennas are

assumed to be uncorrelated. In Rician fading, the power gain

of each subchannel equals Γ = |hm,n(k)|2 = σ2Y where

σ2 is the fading variance and Y is noncentrally chi-square

distributed random variable with two degrees of freedom and

noncentrality parameter λ = s2/σ2 where s is the magnitude

of the line-of-sight (LOS) component. The pdf and cumulative

distribution function (cdf) of Γ can be derived with the help

of pdf and cdf of Y (see e.g. [17])

fΓ(Γ) =
1

σ2
fY

(

Γ

σ2

)

=
1

2σ2
e−

Γ+s2

2σ2 I0

(
√

s2Γ

σ4

)

(1)

and

FΓ(Γ) = FY

(

Γ

σ2

)

= 1−Q1

(

s

σ
,

√
Γ

σ

)

. (2)

The average power gain is simply E[Γ] = 2σ2 + s2. Rayleigh

fading is a special case of Rician fading without the LOS

component, i.e. s = 0.

The combined channel gain is defined as the total channel

power gain after all diversity processing. The upper limit

for the average combined channel gain is the sum of all

subchannel power gains. The fading parameters are fixed in

this paper to s2 = 1/6 and σ2 = 1/24 for Rician fading and

σ2 = 1/8 for Rayleigh fading. These parameters set the upper

limit for the average combined channel gain with 4 diversity

branches to unity in both channel models and the K factor of

Rician fading to K = s2/(2σ2) = 2.

In the multicarrier system, the channel is modelled as a

frequency-selective tapped delay line with L distinguishable

taps. Each tap hm,n(k, l) is modelled as flat Rayleigh fading

with mean power gain of 2σ2
l . The number of taps and the

mean power gain for each tap is governed by the power-delay

profile. We use the classic exponential power-delay profile [18]

suitable for modelling an urban environment. With exponential

power-delay profile, the channel power gain as a function of

delay τ can be given as

E
[

|hm,n(k, τ)|2
]

=
1

τd
e−τ/τd (3)

where τd is the root mean square (rms) delay spread of the

channel. When considering a tapped delay line channel, (3)

is sampled at delays τ = 0, 1/fs, 2/fs, . . . , L/fs where fs is

the sampling frequency of the system. The used power-delay

profile has been normalized such that

E

[

L
∑

l=1

|hm,n(k, l)|2
]

= 1/4. (4)

In an OFDM system, the channel frequency response for

subcarrier i = 0, . . . , NFFT − 1 is given by

H(k, i) =

L−1
∑

l=0

h(k, l)e
− j2πil

NFFT . (5)

Using the properties of the linear combinations of independent

normal distributed random variables, it can be shown that

|H(k, i)|2 is centrally chi-square distributed with two degrees

of freedom and mean of 2(σ2
1 + . . .+ σ2

L). Given the average

normalization in (4), the pdf of |H(k, i)|2 equals the pdf

of Γ for the frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading channel.

Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the cyclic prefix

length NCP > L and NCP ≪ NFFT.

B. Power amplifier model

Three classes of PAs are considered in this paper: class-A,

class-B, and class-G. The instantaneous drain efficiency η(P )
of class-A PA increases linearly with the increased output

power P and reaches its maximum 50 % at the maximum

output power Pmax [5]. Thus, the instantaneous drain efficiency

of class-A PA is simply given by

η(P ) =
P

2Pmax

, 0 < P ≤ Pmax. (6)

The instantaneous efficiency η(P ) of class-B PA increases

linearly with the output RF voltage and reaches its maximum

78.5 % at the maximum output power Pmax. More precisely,

the instantaneous drain efficiency of class-B PA is given by

[19]

η(P ) =
π

4

√

P

Pmax

, 0 < P ≤ Pmax. (7)

A class-G PA uses more than one supply voltage and at least

two pairs of active devices are connected to them [20]. The

switching of supply voltages is visible in the efficiency curve

as a discontinuation point. The instantaneous drain efficiency

for class-G PA is given by [21]

η(P ) =







√

Pα
Pmax

, 0 < P ≤ Pmax

α
√

P
Pmax

, Pmax

α < P < Pmax

(8)

where α > 1 is the factor defining the switching point at the

output power range. In this paper, we have consistently used

the value α = 2 that sets the switching point in the middle

of the output power range. The other characteristics than the

instantaneous efficiency as well as the design of the PA classes

considered here can be found from [19]

The average PA efficiency is used as the transmitter energy

efficiency metric in this paper. It is useful for comparing

different PA designs, when the transmission and reception

methods are fixed. Traditionally the efficiency of PAs is

defined as the power ratio and the average PA efficiency is

defined as the ratio of the mean output power to the mean input

power [7]. As discussed in Section I, power efficiency can

be transformed into energy efficiency by using expurgation in

averaging. Combining the definition of average PA efficiency
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from [22] to the concept of expurgation, the average PA

efficiency η can be calculated as

η =
1

1− Pout

∫ Pmax

0

η(P )fP (P )dP (9)

where Pout is the probability of outage, 1/(1 − Pout) is the

expurgation term, and fP (P ) is the transmitted power pdf.

Closed-form expressions for fP (P ) in OFDM systems exist

only in certain special cases, see Section III-B. However,

there is a method to calculate the average PA efficiency when

the channel is frequency-nonselective [11]. The instantaneous

efficiency η(P ) in (9) is replaced by ηOFDM(P )

ηOFDM(P ) =

∫
Pmax
P

0

η(PX)fX(X)dX

+ η(Pmax)

∫ ∞

Pmax
P

fX(X)dX

(10)

where fX(X) is the pdf of the OFDM signal power and pdfs

[11, Eqs. (11)-(14)], (23), and (24) are used as fP (P ).
PAs are assumed to be linear until their maximum output

power at which the input signal amplitudes greater than Pmax

are clipped due to saturation. This soft limiting model sets a

practical power constraint to the energy limited system. The

power at the output of the nth PA is then for the single-carrier

system

Pn(k) = min(Pmax, P |sn(k)|2) (11)

where P is the gain from signal amplification and sn(k)
is the transmitted signal after power control and transmitter

diversity processing, see Fig. 1. We have normalized the power

control and transmitter diversity coefficients such that P also

equals total average transmitted power from all antennas. In

the OFDM system, the IFFT operation is applied before the

signal amplification and the power at the PA output for the

OFDM system is

Pn(k) = min



Pmax,
P√
NFFT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

NFFT-1
∑

i=0

sn(k)e
− j2πik

NFFT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2


 . (12)

It is also assumed that the PA input power during outage is

zero.

The average PA efficiency for OFDM systems is degraded

by the high PAPR. The theoretical upper bound of PAPR

for an OFDM system with phase modulated symbols is

NFFT [23]. In order to avoid the nonlinear clipping effects

from the soft limiting PA, the average output power level

P has to be set low enough. More precisely, the output

power backoff 10 log10(Pmax/P ) has to be set so high that

P(Pn(k) = Pmax) ≈ 0. The effect of high PAPR on the average

PA efficiency is illustrated in Section V-B.

C. Power control

We consider three fundamental power control rules that have

a perfect knowledge of the combined channel gain g(k) [4].

In addition to the average power constraint set in [4], we

additionally set a constraint to the maximum output power that

corresponds to the saturation level of the soft-limiting PA. The

corresponding power constraint equation is
∫ ∞

0

min (Pmax, P (g)) fg(g)dg

=

∫ ∞

0

min
(

Pmax, P |q(g)|2
)

fg(g)dg = P

(13)

where q is the power control coefficient. The WF solution

maximizes the throughput subject to the power constraints.

The WF power control coefficient can be given as

q(k) =

{

√

1/µwf − 1/g(k), g(k) ≥ µwf

0, otherwise
(14)

where µwf is the cut-off value solved from (13). In this study,

adaptive modulation is not used with WF, i.e. rate adaptation

is done by changing the code rate or the symbol interval. If

an additional constraint is set such that the received power is

constant Prx = Pβ, the throughput is maximized by truncated

channel inversion (TCI). The power control coefficient for TCI

is given by

q(k) =

{

√

β/g(k), g(k) ≥ µci

0, otherwise
(15)

where β is a constant solved from (13) and µci is the the

cut-off value calculated from the selected outage probability

Pout = P(g < µci). For full channel inversion (FCI), no

outages are allowed and thus µci = 0. We are using the

same definition of the outage probability as in [4]. Another

common way is to define the outage probability using the

mutual information and the target rate, see e.g. [24]. However

as noted in [24], the mutual information is a function of

channel gain and thus the two definitions are related. In the

OFDM system, transmission power is constrained in the long

term sense, i.e. the average power of a single OFDM symbol

is not constrained. With this assumption, power control can

be done for each subcarrier individually using subcarrier-wise

combined channel gain g(k, i).

D. Diversity methods

Maximum ratio combining (MRC) [25] is selected as the

single-input multiple-output (SIMO) receiver diversity method

in this paper. MRC coherently weights and sums the sig-

nals from different diversity branches such that combined

channel gain gmrc(k) is the sum of subchannel power gains

gmrc(k) =
∑M

m=1 |hm,1(k)|2 =
∑M

m=1 σ
2Y = σ2

∑M
m=1 Y .

The sum of independent noncentrally chi-square distributed

random variables with the common noncentrality parameter

λ = s2/σ2 is noncentrally chi-square distributed with the

noncentrality parameter Mλ [17]. Thus, the pdf and cdf of

gmrc in Rician fading are given by

fgmrc
(g) =

1

2σ2

( g

Ms2

)
M−1

2

e−
g+Ms2

2σ2 · IM−1

(
√

Ms2g

σ4

)

(16)

and

Fgmrc
(g) = 1−QM

(√
Ms

σ
,

√
g

σ

)

. (17)
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Distributions (16) and (17) can be applied to Rayleigh fading

by setting s = 0.

The simplest closed-loop transmitter diversity technique

is to select the antenna that results in the highest total

received power and use only this antenna for transmis-

sion. This method is commonly called antenna selection

(AS). When there are multiple antennas also at the re-

ceiver, it is possible to combine transmitter AS to MRC

[26]. Then the combined channel gain becomes gas/mrc(k) =
max(

∑M
m=1 |hm,1(k)|2, . . . ,

∑M
m=1 |hm,N (k)|2). Using (16)

and (17), the pdf of gas/mrc(k) can be written as

fgas/mrc
(g) = NFN−1

gmrc
(g)fgmrc

(g). (18)

The maximum ratio transmission (MRT) combined with

MRC (MRT/MRC) is the optimal transmitter diversity tech-

nique in the sense that it maximizes the received SNR [27].

The optimal N × 1 transmission and M × 1 reception weight

vectors wtx and wrx can be presented compactly with the help

of singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix

[28]. Given SVD H = UDV
H , the optimal weight vectors

are wtx = vmax and wrx = u
H
max where vmax and umax are

the principal singular vectors of H, i.e. the column vectors

of U and V corresponding to the maximum singular value

dmax. The resulting combined channel gain can be shown to

be gmrt/mrc(k) = d2max [28]. The pdf of gmrt/mrc(k) is presented

in [29]. In the special multiple-input single-output (MISO)

case, it is possible to present wtx(k) as a simple function of

subchannel power gains [30]

wtx,n(k) =
h∗
1,n(k)

√

∑N
i=1 |h1,i(k)|2

. (19)

Even though MRT/MRC is optimal in terms of the received

SNR, it is not favoured in practical systems because of its

variable transmitted power per antenna. A transmitter diversity

method that keeps the transmitted power constant and only

adapts the phase of the transmitted signal is called equal gain

transmission (EGT) [31]. The optimal EGT/MRC transmitter

and receiver weights fulfill [32]

(wtx,wrx) = arg max
wtx,wrx

∣

∣w
H
rx Hwtx

∣

∣ (20)

where wtx,n = exp(jθn)/
√
N and wrx = Hwtx/||Hwtx||2. No

unique closed-form solution exists for (20). An EGT solution

almost reaching the received SNR of MRT/MRC has been

given in [32]

wtx =
1√
N

(

1 ej(θ2−θ1) ej(θ3−θ1) · · · ej(θN−θ1)
)T

(21)

where (θ1 θ2 · · · θN ) are the phases of the principal right

singular vector of the channel matrix. The pdf of the combined

channel gain or received SNR has not been presented in the

literature.

III. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF THE

TRANSMITTED POWER

As can be seen from (9), (38), and (39), the pdf of the

transmitted power is needed for calculating the average PA

efficiency and the average PA input SNR. We start presenting

the analytical results for the transmitted power pdf for the

constant amplitude input signal x(k) first in a single-carrier

system and then in an OFDM system.

A. Single-carrier system

The transmitted power pdfs for WF and TCI were presented

in [11, Eqs. (11)-(14)] for a single-input single-output (SISO)

system. The same results can be applied to MRC and AS/MRC

by using the pdfs of the combined channel gain from (16) and

(18), respectively.

MRT/MRC can be considered as a special case of power

control in which the average transmitted power P is divided

among the transmitting antennas. The maximum transmitted

power from a single antenna is constrained to P because no

additional power control is used, i.e. q(k) = 1, and according

to the properties of SVD, 0 < |wtx,n(k)| < 1. Now if we set

P = Pmax, the signal is never saturated at the PA and the trans-

mitted power is simply Pn(k) = P |sn(k)|2 = P |wtx,n(k)|2.

Let us first consider the special case of MISO MRT. The

transmitted power is

Pn(k) = P
|h1,n(k)|2

∑N
i=1 |h1,i(k)|2

= P
|h1,n(k)|2

|h1,n(k)|2 +
∑

i6=n |h1,i(k)|2

= P
σ2Y1

σ2Y1 + σ2Y2
= P

Y1

Y1 + Y2

(22)

where Y1 is noncentrally chi-square distributed with n1 = 2
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter λ1 = s2/σ2.

Y2 is noncentrally chi-square distributed with n2 = 2(N − 1)
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter λ2 = (N −
1)s2/σ2. Using Theorem 1 from [33], the transmitted power

pdf of MISO MRT in Rician fading can be given as

fPn
(P ) =

1

P
e

(

−Ns2

2σ2

)

×
∞
∑

i=0

2F1

(

−i,−i;N − 1;
(N − 1)(1− P/P )

P/P

)

×
(

s2/(2σ2)
)i

i!

(P/P )i(1− P/P )N−2

B(i+ 1, N − 1)
, 0 < P < P

(23)

where 2F1(a, b; c; z) is the ordinary hypergeometric function

and B(x, y) is the beta function. Again, the transmitted power

pdf for Rayleigh fading can be achieved by inserting s = 0 to

(23). The resulting pdf has a simple form

fP (P ) =
N − 1

P

(

1− P

P

)N−2

, 0 < P < P. (24)

The problem of finding the transmitted power distribution

from a single antenna in the general MIMO MRT/MRC case is

equivalent of finding the distribution of the squared amplitude

of the elements of the principal singular vector vmax. There are

no readily applicable results to this problem to the knowledge

of the authors. Our intuition says that the distribution in the

MIMO case should be close to that in the MISO case. In
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Fig. 2. Pdfs of MISO MRT in a single carrier system compared to sample
histograms of MIMO MRT/MRC with average total transmitted power from
all antennas P = Pmax.

order to confirm this, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [34] was

applied to the transmitted power samples generated using the

channel parameters from Section II. According to the test in

Rayleigh fading, the transmitted power distribution was the

same in 2× 1, 2× 2, and 2× 4 cases as well as 4× 1, 4× 2,

and 4×4 cases with the significance level of 5%. For Rician

fading, the distributions in the MISO and MIMO cases were

not the same. To illustrate the test results, pdfs (23) and (24)

are shown together with sample histograms in Fig. 2. It can

be seen that in Rician fading the MISO pdf matches well to

the MIMO histograms at high power levels.

B. OFDM system

Power control and transmitter diversity in an OFDM system

are done subcarrierwise before the IFFT operation based on the

channel frequency response. In typical channel conditions, the

channel frequency response is correlated over subcarriers. The

level of correlation is determined by the channel coherence

bandwidth that is inversely proportional to the channel delay

spread τd. The output signal power from IFFT can be then

given as the sum of dependent random variables. Generally,

the calculation of the sum of dependent random variables

requires the knowledge of the joint pdf of all added random

variables. The number of dependent random variables can

be several thousands in wideband OFDM systems making

the accurate analysis mathematically intractable. On the other

hand for a channel with exponential power delay profile, there

is a strong dependence between subcarriers prohibiting the

use of central limit theorems for functions of independent

or weakly dependent random variables [35]. To get a better

understanding on the transmitted power distribution in typical

channel conditions, we consider two extreme cases: the flat

fading channel and the highly frequency-selective channel

with independent channel frequency responses on adjacent

subcarriers.

When the channel is frequency-nonselective, each frequency

domain symbol is multiplied with the same power control and

transmitter diversity coefficient. Because of the linearity of

the IFFT operation, the transmitted power pdf is the same

whether transmitted signal weighting is done in frequency or

time domain, i.e. before or after IFFT. For the latter case, the

transmitted power can be given as Pn(k) = min(Pmax, PXQ)
where

X =
1√
NFFT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

NFFT-1
∑

i=0

x(k)e
− j2πik

NFFT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(25)

and Q = |q(k)wtx,n(k)|2 are independent random variables

representing the power of the OFDM signal and the squared

amplitude of transmitter weight coefficients, respectively. Ac-

cording to the central limit theorem, the power of an OFDM

signal sample is approximately exponentially distributed with

pdf fX(X) = e−X .

In our analysis, an explicit solution for the transmitted

power pdf in a SIMO OFDM system with TCI, MRC, and

flat Rayleigh fading channel was found. Using Eq. (5-5) from

[36] to (15), the pdf of Q can be given as

fQ(Q) =
β

Q2
fg

(

β

Q

)

=
β

2σ2Q2(M − 1)!

(

β

2σ2Q

)M−1

e
− β

2σ2Q .

(26)

Given pdfs for X and Q, the pdf of W = XQ can be

calculated using the theorem for the product of two random

variables [37]

fW (W ) =

∫ β/µci

0

1

Q
fQ(Q)fX

(

W

Q

)

dQ

=

(

β

2σ2

)M
1

(M − 1)!

∫ β/µci

0

1

QM+2
e
− β+2σ2W

2σ2Q dQ.

(27)

The expression in (27) can be modified to the familiar form of

upper incomplete Gamma function by the change of variables

z = −(β + 2σ2W )/(2σ2Q) and the outcome after some

manipulation is

fW (W ) =

(

β

2σ2

)M
1

(M − 1)!

(

2σ2

β + 2σ2W

)M+1

×
∫ ∞

µci/(2σ2)+µciW/β

zMe−zdz.

(28)

Now the integral in (28) is just the upper incomplete Gamma

function. Since M is positive integer, (28) can be further

simplified using Eq. (8.4.8) from [38]

fW (W ) =
2σ2MβM

(β + 2σ2W )M+1

×
M
∑

k=0

1

k!

(

µci

2σ2
+

µciW

β

)k

e−
µci

2σ2 −µciW

β .

(29)

Finally taking into account the outage and the possibility of

soft limiting at the PA, the transmitted power pdf can be given

as

fP (P ) =















∫∞
Pmax

1
P
fW

(

y

P

)

dy P = Pmax

1
P
fW

(

P
P

)

0 < P < Pmax

Fg(µci) P = 0

. (30)
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When the channel is highly frequency-selective, the channel

frequency responses of all subcarriers are independent. This

is equivalent to the block fading model in the frequency

domain. Thus also the power control and transmitter diversity

coefficients are independent for each subcarrier and according

to the central limit theorem both real and imaginary parts of

the IFFT output are normally distributed with zero mean and

1/(2N̂) variance where N̂ is the number of antennas actually

transmitting the signal. The transmitted power pdf is then

fP (P ) =







∫∞
Pmax

N̂
P
e−

N̂y

P dy, P = Pmax

N̂
P
e−

N̂P

P , 0 ≤ P < Pmax

. (31)

IV. BER AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE PA INPUT SNR

The average PA efficiency is a useful metric for evaluating

the energy efficiency of the transmitter. However, it provides

no information how well the transmitted signal is matched to

the channel. In order to analyze how much energy is consumed

in signal amplification for the target error performance level,

we have defined a new metric for transceiver energy efficiency:

BER as a function of average PA input SNR. BER in the

single-carrier system can be calculated as

Pb =
1

1− Pout

∫ ∞

0

Pb(γ)fγ(γ)dγ (32)

where Pb(γ) is the bit error probability for the given combi-

nation of modulation and channel coding and γ is the received

SNR per symbol. The expurgation term 1/(1−Pout) is included

into the BER definition because it is meaningless to consider

bit error probability when there is no transmission.

The received SNR per symbol in the single-carrier system

can be given as ratio of the received signal power to the noise

power at the sampling instants γ = Pg/(N0R) where g is

the combined channel gain, N0 is the receiver AWGN power

spectral density, and R is the symbol rate. When there is no

power control, the received SNR simplifies to γ = g/(N0R)
because we have assumed |x(k)|2 = 1, and the pdf of the

received SNR is then simply fγ(γ) = (N0R)fg(N0Rγ).
When TCI is used, the pdf of the received SNR can be shown

to be

fγ(γ) =














1− Fg

(

Pβ
Pmax

)

, γ = Pβ
N0R

N0R
Pmax

fg

(

N0Rγ
Pmax

)

, µciPmax

N0R
≤ γ < Pβ

N0R
and µci ≤ Pβ

Pmax

Fg(µci), γ = 0

.

(33)

WF is typically used together with bit rate control. We restrict

the performance analysis to diversity methods with constant

bit rate. Thus, we will not consider the BER of WF here.

The PA input SNR per symbol is defined as the ratio of

PA input energy from the power supply to the receiver noise

spectral density. The average PA input SNR per symbol is then

γPA = P sup/((1 − Pout)N0R) where we have introduced the

expurgation term 1/(1−Pout) to convert the power ratio to the

energy ratio. According to the definition of PA instantaneous

efficiency, the PA input power can be given as Psup = P/η(P ).

It can be seen from (6) that the PA input power for class A

PA is constant Psup = 2Pmax. Using (7) and (8), we have

Psup =
4

π

√

PPmax, 0 < Psup ≤ 4

π
Pmax (34)

for class B PA and

Psup =















√

PPmax

2 , 0 < Psup ≤ Pmax

2

0, Pmax

2 < Psup ≤ Pmax√
2√

PPmax,
Pmax√

2
< Psup ≤ Pmax

(35)

for class G PA.

The pdfs for PA input power can be derived using the

theorem for finding the pdf of monotonous and differentiable

function of a random variable [36]. The input power pdf for

TCI with class B PA can be shown to be

fPsup
(Psup) =















Fg

(

Pβ
Pmax

)

− Fg(µci), Psup = 4
πPmax and µci ≤ Pβ

Pmax

32PmaxPβ
π2P 3

sup
fg

(

16PmaxPβ
π2P 2

sup

)

, 0 < Psup < Plim

Fg(µci), Psup = 0

(36)

where Plim = 4/πPmax when µci ≤ Pβ/Pmax and Plim =
√

16PβPmax/(π2µci) when µci > Pβ/Pmax. Similarly, the

input power pdfs for TCI with class G PA are

fPsup
(Psup) =



























Fg

(

Pβ
Pmax

)

− Fg(µci), Psup = Pmax and µci ≤ Pβ
Pmax

2PmaxPβ
P 3

sup
fg

(

PmaxPβ
P 2

sup

)

, Pmax√
2
≤ Psup < PL2 and µci ≤ 2Pβ

Pmax

PmaxPβ
P 3

sup
fg

(

PmaxPβ
2P 2

sup

)

, 0 < Psup ≤ PL1

Fg(µci), Psup = 0

(37)

where PL1 = Pmax/2 when µci ≤ 2Pβ/Pmax and PL1 =
√

PβPmax/(2µci) when µci > 2Pβ/Pmax. The upper limit is

PL2 = Pmax when µci ≤ Pβ/Pmax and PL2 =
√

PβPmax/µci

when µci > Pβ/Pmax. With the help of transmitted power pdfs

(23) and (24), the input power pdfs for MRT with class B and

G PAs can be given as

fPsup
(Psup) =

π2Psup

8Pmax

fP

(

π2P 2
sup

16Pmax

)

, 0 < Psup <
4

π
Pmax

(38)

and

fPsup
(Psup) =







2Psup

Pmax
fP

(

P 2
sup

Pmax

)

, Pmax√
2
≤ Psup < Pmax

4Psup

Pmax
fP

(

2P 2
sup

Pmax

)

, 0 < Psup ≤ Pmax

2

,

(39)

respectively.

The average PA input power can then be calculated using

the above pdfs

P sup = Psup,max · P(P = Pmax) +

∫ Psup,max

0

PsupfPsup
(Psup)dPsup

(40)
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where Psup,max = (4/π)Pmax for class B PA and Psup,max =
Pmax for class G PA. All the results in this section are presented

for the single-carrier system. The results can be extended to

the OFDM system using the transmitted power pdf from (30)

when the channel is frequency-nonselective and large enough

output power backoff is used to almost always avoid saturation

at PA. Then there are no nonlinearities in the system and the

system model is equivalent to the discrete frequency domain

OFDM model presented e.g. in [39, pp. 749-752].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we verify the expressions for the average PA

efficiency and for the BER as a function of PA input SNR by

Monte Carlo simulations. In each result figure, the solid line

represents analytically calculated values and markers represent

the values from simulations. For each marker, averaging over

100000 samples was used.

A. Effect of diversity gain to the average PA efficiency

The effect of diversity gain to the average PA efficiency of

class B and G PAs in the single-carrier system is illustrated

in Fig. 3 where WF and TCI are selected as power control

methods, MRC is used at the receiver, and the channel is

modelled as the frequency-nonselective Rician fading. The

outage probability for TCI is set to 10 %. The highest average

PA efficiency is achieved with SISO WF for both PAs. It

can be seen that increased diversity gain reduces the average

efficiency of class B PA for WF. This can be explained by the

instantaneous efficiency from (7) and by the shape of the trans-

mitted power pdf. As the instantaneous efficiency increases

with the output power, the best average efficiency is achieved

when the probability of close-to-maximum transmitted power

is high. The transmitted power pdf under the same setting as

in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4 and 5 with P/Pmax = 0.35 and

P/Pmax = 0.65, respectively. Increased diversity clearly shifts

the peak of the WF transmitted power pdf towards smaller

transmission power decreasing the average PA efficiency. This

can be explained by examining the pdf of g and P as a function

of g shown in Fig. 6. The increased diversity clearly widens

the pdf of g and shifts its peak closer to its average value.

As shown in Fig. 6, the maximum transmitted power of WF

decreases as M increases. This causes that the probability

mass and the peak of the transmitted power pdf are shifted

closer to the mean value P = 0.35Pmax . Also for TCI the

maximum transmitted power level decreases as M increases.

However as can be seen from Fig. 6, the increased diversity

also increases the minimum transmitted power level of TCI.

The decrease in the extreme values of the transmitted power

makes the pdf narrower and shifts the peak of the pdf closer

to the mean value. At high average transmitted power in Fig.

5, the impulses at zero and at the maximum output power

dominate the pdf of SISO WF. Thus, the transmission strategy

is close to on-off, i.e. transmit with the maximum power

or do not transmit at all. For TCI, there is no clear effect

visible. However as can be seen from Fig. 4, the increased

diversity gain slightly shifts the peak of the transmitted power
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Fig. 3. Average PA efficiency in a single carrier system as a function of
P/Pmax for power-controlled MRC in Rician fading.
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MRC and P/Pmax = 0.65 in Rician fading.
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Fig. 6. Pdf of g and P/Pmax as a function of g in a single carrier system

for power-controlled MRC and P/Pmax = 0.35 in Rician fading.

pdf towards the maximum slightly improving the average PA

efficiency of class B PA.

The assessment of the average efficiency of class G PA is

complicated by the nonlinear instantaneous efficiency versus

output power. A high average PA efficiency is achieved when

there is a peak in the transmitted power pdf either close to

P/Pmax = 0.5 or to the maximum output power. The effect

of diversity gain for WF with class G PA is mostly similar to

the class B PA case. The only difference is at average power

level P/Pmax = 0.3 . . . 0.4 at which the average efficiency

with 1 × 4 MRC is better than with 1 × 2 MRC. This can

be explained by the high peak in the transmitted power pdf

of 1× 4 WF in Fig. 4 at P/Pmax = 0.45. For TCI, increased

diversity improves the average PA efficiency at low average

transmitted powers and vice versa at high average transmitted

powers. As can be seen from Fig. 4 for low average transmitted

power levels, increased diversity shifts the peak of the pdf

closer to P/Pmax = 0.5 and thus increases the average PA

efficiency. At high average transmitted powers the performance

is dominated by the impulses at the maximum output power

that are visible in Fig. 5.

B. Effect of channel frequency selectivity to the average PA

efficiency

The average PA efficiency in the SISO FCI OFDM system

is illustrated in Fig. 7 for different levels of channel frequency

selectivity. The number of taps in the considered tapped-delay

line channel is set to L = 7 and the sampling frequency is set

to fs = 15.36 MHz corresponding to the 10 MHz LTE system

[40]. The average power levels are limited to P/Pmax ≤ 0.1
because the typical output power backoff values for OFDM

systems are more than 10 dB [41]. It can be clearly seen that

the average PA efficiency of FCI improves with the increased

channel frequency selectivity. This can be further clarified

by investigating the transmitted power pdfs. The transmitted

power pdf under the same setting as in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8

for P/Pmax = 0.1. It is easy to see that the pdf approaches the
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Fig. 7. Average PA efficiency as a function of P/Pmax in the SISO FCI
OFDM system.
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Fig. 8. Transmitted power pdf in the SISO FCI OFDM system when
P/Pmax = 0.1.

flat fading case when the rms delay spread approaches zero.

Similarly, the pdf approaches the highly frequency selective

case with independent subcarriers when the rms delay spread

increases.

The average PA efficiency of an OFDM system is consid-

erably lower than that of a single carrier system as can be

seen from Figs. 3 and 7. The main reason for this is the

high PAPR of OFDM systems that forces to use high output

power backoff. Another reason causing the low average PA

efficiency for the OFDM system is the exponential shape of the

transmitted power pdf (see Fig. 8). The majority of the OFDM

samples have the power lower than P and correspondingly

very low PA efficiency.

C. BER as a function of average PA input SNR

Uncoded binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation in

the single-carrier system with frequency-nonselective Rayleigh

fading is used for all the results presented in this section. The

bit error probability of BPSK as a function of instantaneous
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Fig. 9. BER as a function of average PA input SNR in a single carrier system
for 1× 4 MRC with FCI.

received SNR is given by Pb(γ) = (1/2)erfc(
√
γ), where

erfc(x) is the complementary error function. The results can

be extended to other modulations by using their corresponding

bit error probability functions. In this section, N0 is varied for

presenting BER as a function of PA input SNR. Each marker

in the BER curves corresponds to a single noise level.

In order to have a fair comparison between different al-

gorithms, we first search for the optimal P/Pmax value for

each combination of a power control and diversity method

and for the given BER target of 10−3. An example search

is illustrated in Fig. 9 where BER as a function of average

PA input SNR has been drawn for 1 × 4 MRC with FCI.

For class G PA, the least PA input energy is needed for the

target BER when P/Pmax = 0.5. For class A PA, channel

inversion is actually harmful and the best performance is

achieved without power control. This can be explained by its

linear instantaneous efficiency as a function of output power,

see (6). The PA input power is constant Psup = 2Pmax for

all output powers and thus reduced transmitted power does

not bring any energy savings. The results for the ideal PA

are also depicted in Fig. 9 for reference. By ideal PA we

mean a PA with 100 % efficiency for all output powers.

Because of the 100 % efficiency, the average PA input SNR

equals the average transmitted SNR for the ideal PA. A similar

search for optimal P/Pmax is done for all cases presented in

this section. Figs. 3 and 9 illustrate that different conclusions

can be made whether we are interested in transmitter or

transceiver efficiency. The average PA efficiency measures

only the efficiency of conversion of DC input energy to RF

output energy and thus the higher P results in better efficiency.

However, channel inversion requires low P levels in order to

be able to invert the deep channel fades. Thus for channel

inversion, the optimal average output power is different when

maximizing the average PA efficiency or minimizing the input

energy per bit.

The effect of the PA type on the BER performance in the

1 × 4 MRC system is shown in Fig. 10. At the target BER

of 10−3, class G PA outperforms class A PA by 3 dB when
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Fig. 10. BER as a function of average PA input SNR in a single carrier
system for 1× 4 MRC for different PA types.

no power control is used and by 4 dB when FCI is used.

The gain from power control is diminished by the nonideal

efficiency of a PA. The gain from power control is over 2 dB

for ideal PA, less than 1.5 dB for class G, less than 0.5 dB

for class B, and no gain at all for class A PA. In Fig. 10, the

BER with no power control and ideal PA equals that of class

G PA because η(Pmax) = 100 % for class G PA. The effect

of nonideal PA to the transceiver energy efficiency illustrated

in Fig. 10 would not have been visible if traditional received

or transmitted SNR had been used instead of PA input SNR

because they do not take into account the efficiency of the PA.

The performance of 2 × 2 transmission diversity methods

is compared in Fig. 11 where BER as a function of average

PA input SNR is shown for class B and the ideal PA. Even

though mathematical analysis of EGT was not feasible, we

have connected the related simulated markers with dashed

line for better visibility. When the ideal PA is considered,

MRT has the best performance as expected because MRT is

the optimal transmitter diversity technique in the sense that it

maximizes the received SNR. As the average PA input SNR

equals the average transmitted SNR for the ideal PA, the curves

for the ideal PA also represent performance comparison with

a traditional SNR metric. When class B PA is used, there is

a performance loss of 2.2 dB compared to the ideal PA and

the performance is the worst among the compared methods.

The PAs for MRT have to be dimensioned for the maximum

output power at P . However, the average transmitted power

per antenna is P/2 resulting in losses when a nonideal PA

is used. The best performance for class B PA at the target

BER of 10−3 is achieved when EGT is combined with FCI.

This requires the feedback of full channel knowledge, i.e.

both phase and gain information. When only phase or gain

information is fed back, the best transmission strategies with

class B PA are EGT with no power control and AS with

FCI, respectively. The performance loss compared to EGT

with FCI is approximately 0.5 dB in both cases. If AS with

no power control is used, the amount of feedback is limited

to one bit and the loss compared to EGT with FCI is 1.5
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Fig. 11. BER as a function of average PA input SNR in a single carrier
system for 2× 2 transmission diversity methods.

dB. The results in Fig. 11 illustrate that in transceiver energy

efficiency evaluation the average PA input SNR should be used

instead of the average transmitted SNR in order to avoid wrong

conclusions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study the transmitter and transceiver energy

efficiencies of power-adaptive MIMO diversity systems. We

present previously unpublished transmitted power pdfs and

use them for analysis of the average PA efficiency and the

average PA input power for several PA types. When the

transmitted power is not constant, average efficiency should

be used for measuring the efficiency of a PA. We show that

the increased diversity improves the average efficiency of TCI

and decreases the average efficiency of WF. This phenomenon

is explained by the shape of transmitted power pdfs. We also

demonstrate that larger frequency selectivity of the channel

improves the average PA efficiency of an OFDM system with

channel inversion. The BER as a function of average PA input

SNR is introduced as a new metric that can be used for

transceiver energy efficiency evaluation. We compare the BER

performance of several diversity methods using the average

PA input SNR. We show that the performance improvement

from power control diminishes due to the nonideal efficiency

of a PA. As an extreme case, we illustrate that channel

inversion is harmful when the instantaneous PA efficiency

increases linearly with output power. We also demonstrate that

even though MRT achieves better received SNR than EGT, it

requires more PA input energy per correctly received bit when

the PA has nonideal efficiency. These conclusions could not

have been made with traditional SNR metrics because they do

not take into account the efficiency of the PA. The average

transmitted SNR is equivalent to the average PA input SNR

only when the PA has ideal 100% efficiency over its whole

output power range.

The analytical methodology presented in this paper can be

applied to a wide range of transmission methods. For example,

it is straightforward to extend the analysis for the quadrature

amplitude modulated (QAM) input signal. In the single carrier

QAM system, the amplitude of the input signal and transmit-

ter weighting by power control or transmitter diversity are

independent. This simplifies the analysis of expected values,

such as the average PA efficiency and the average PA input

SNR, because of the expected value of a product of random

variables equals the product of the expected values of the

random variables when the random variables are uncorrelated.

When the transmission and reception methods are fixed, the

average PA efficiency can be used for comparing different

PA designs. On the other hand when the used PA is fixed,

BER as a function of PA input SNR can be used to evaluate

which transmission method reaches the target BER with the

least PA input energy. To enable accurate analysis, we have

defined a system almost free from nonlinearities. The PA is

modelled as a soft limiter, i.e. it is linear until the maximum

output power at which the signal amplitude is saturated. In the

studied OFDM system, there are no nonlinear effects when the

output power backoff is selected large enough to almost always

avoid saturation at the PA output. It remains as further work

to include more realistic PA models, such as dynamic voltage

controlled PAs, and study the effect of their nonlinearities in

the OFDM system. Another potential research direction would

be to extend the analysis to consider also MIMO transmission

methods with nonconstant bit rate.
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